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Outline

• Introduction: 

•Summer/Fall 2011: the first 

LHC exclusion wave

• December 2011: first 

sightings of a bump

• Summer 2012  

• The observation of a  

new particle at 125 GeV

•The next steps/Future

•Summary

The first pp -> ZZ event 
seen at the LHC in 2010
4-µmass ~ 200 GeV



The CMS Detector
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July 4th 2012   17:00 Melbourne  

• Official announcement of the observation of a Higgs-like 

particle with mass of 125-126 GeV by CMS and ATLAS. 

• Historic seminar at CERN with simultaneous transmission 

and live link at the large particle physics conference of 

2012 in Melbourne, Australia  

Melbourne



A most basic question is why particles have masses

7and so different masses

The mass mystery could be solved with the ‘Higgs mechanism’

which predicts the existence of a new elementary particle, the

‘Higgs’ particle (theory 1964, P. Higgs, R. Brout and F. Englert)

Peter Higgs

The Higgs (H) particle has been 

searched for since decades at 

The Origin of Particle Masses
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accelerators, but was not found7 

The LHC will have sufficient 

energy to produce it for sure, if it 

exists 

Francois

Englert



The Hunt for the Higgs 

Where do the masses  of  

elementary particles come from?

The key  question: 

Where is the Higgs?

We do not know the 

mass of the Higgs Boson Massless particles move at the speed  
of light  -> no atom formation!! 

5

Scalar field with at least 
one scalar particle 

It could be anywhere

from 114 to 700 GeV



• Local significance p0

to test background 

hypothesis

• CLs = CLs+b/CLb

(log-likelihood ratio)

to test signal

Aside: Profile likelihood Ratio, p0 and CLs

hypothesis

• to estimate

signal strength 

(relative to 

expectation)

µ̂

Follow LHCHCG Combination Procedures



Higgs Searches

Production: gg fusion, VBF and VH, (ttH) Decay:γγ, ZZ, WW, tautau, bb,…  



Higgs Boson Searches
Low MH < 140 GeV/c2 Medium 130<MH<500 GeV/c2 High MH > ~500 GeV/c2



Searches for the Higgs Particle

But two Z bosons can also be 
produced in LHC collisions, 
without involving a Higgs!
We cannot say for on event 
by event 

Example: Higgs(?) decays into ZZ and each Z boson decays into µµ

A Higgs particle will decay immediately, eg in two heavy quarks 
or two  heavy (W,Z) bosons 

So we look for 4 muons
in the detector

by event (we can use the total  

invariant mass of the 4 muons)



A Collision with two Photons

A Higgs or 
a ‘background’ 
process without 
a Higgs?



Summer-Fall 2011



Where is the Standard Model Higgs Boson?

No Higgs found yet!
�Experiments sensitive to a 

Higgs Boson with mass 

Summary of the results shown at the Lepton-Photon conference

Still allow

Higgs Boson with mass 
130-440 GeV so far
�Exclude the mass region 

145-400 GeV

If we would exclude the Higgs in the full range, this would be 
a major discovery!!!
New Phenomena are expected to be observed ~1 TeV @ LHC

exclude



ATLAS+CMS Higgs Combination
November : HCP Paris

Observed 95% CL exclusion mass range: 141-476 GeV

Higgs can live only in the interval 114.4 -141 GeV or above 476 GeV



News in the Press7



December 13  2011



Results from the Experiments 
Higgs � 2 photons?? Higgs � 2 Z �4 leptons??

Some  “excess”
of events seen 
in both experiments
within a mass range
of 5-6 GeV.
Low statistics.

Is this significant?Is this significant?
Not by eye!

But sophisticated 
Statistical Methods 
have used to fully
analyse this.

And the result is…�



The Results of the Higgs Search 2011

For a Higgs signal 
we need an excess 
above the red line

Results
1) The mass region where Higgs particle can possibly live has been reduced to 

very small mass range of 115-130 GeV (95% CL)
2) We see an excess of events in that region over expectation from pure 

background. Cool! 
Is this the first sign of the ‘growing Higgs signal?
Is it a statistical fluctuation in the background? We can’t say for sure.

�These questions will be answered  with the 2012 data (4 x 2011 data)



So Where is the Higgs Boson?

• The experiments analysed the new data, for the full year of 

2011 

• They can exclude an even larger range, and restrict the 

region for the Higgs to 115-130 GeV

• But.. they see a tantalizing excess in the “Higgs” mass 

range of 120-126 GeV. This is exciting!range of 120-126 GeV. This is exciting!

• The significance of this excess is still far too low to claim a 

discovery, but a Higgs signal could just start to be seen just 

like that. The excess could still go away with more data.

• The LHC 2012 data will be the referee7These data were 

highly awaited for by the community7

Maybe this was the first sign of life of the Higgs boson?



Summer 2012Summer 2012



Higgs Situation in Early 2012

Exquisitely precise 
measurement of 
MW driven mainly by 
the Tevatron.

Much of the SM Higgs 
range has been ruled out 
by 2011 LHC running.

Exclusions of MH:
− LEP < 114.4 GeV (arXiv:0602042v1)
− Tevatron [156,177] GeV ( arXiv:1107.5518)
− LHC [~127, 600] GeV arXiv:1202.1408 (ATLAS); arXiv:1202.1488 (CMS)



Sensitivity vs Higgs Decay

Most of the heavy lifting 
is done by γγ and ZZ, 
since those modes 
exploit the excellent 
mass resolution (~1%) 

Summer 2012:  5.1 fb-1 @ 7TeV  and  5.3 fb-1 at 8 TeV

mass resolution (~1%) 
of CMS.

A discovery is possible!



Blinding the Data
Not to have a bias in the analysis we decided to analyse the 2012 data blinded
The unblinding in CMS was on June 15th

About 700 participants (400 persons in a room for 250 people, rest by video)

That day CMS knew whether they had a discovery or not…



H����γγ Channel
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H����2 Photons Analysis Strategy

• Multi-Variate Analysis (MVA) for photon ID and event 
classification

– Divide events into non-overlapping samples of 
varying S/B based on properties of the reconstructed 
photons and presence of di-jets from VBF process

• Cross check with cut-based analysis

– MVA and cut-based results consistent– MVA and cut-based results consistent

– MVA gives 15% better sensitivity

• Primary vertex selection, which is needed for Mγγ

calculation, is based on consistency with di-photon 
kinematics (pT balance etc.)

• Background fitted on the Mass spectrum with polynomial 
(3th to 5th order depending on the case)

• No Monte Carlo used, except for training 



Higgs ���� 2 Photons

25



Photon/Jet Selection (2012)

• Photons

– |ηγ|< 2.5 and not in 1.44 < |ηγ|< 1.57

– Leading photon pT>Mγγ/3

– Other photon pT>Mγγ/4

– Leading photon in di-jet case pT>Mγγ/2

• Jets• Jets

– |ηjet|< 4.7

– Leading jet pT>30 GeV, other jet pT>20 GeV

– ∆η>3.5

– Mjj > 250 GeV @ 8 TeV



Higgs ���� 2 photons: Categories



H����γγ: Vector Boson Fusion Analysis



H����γγ: Combined Mass Spectrum

31



H����2 Photons Results: Exclusion



H����γγ Results: P-values

How (in)compatible is the data with the background only hypothesis ??



H����ZZ����4 Charged Lepton Analysis



H����ZZ Selection

• 4e, 4µ, 2e2µ cases handled separately

• Backgrounds
– Direct ZZ production (irreducible)

– Z+bb, Z+tt (real leptons) 

– Z+jets, WZ+jets (jet misID as lepton)

• Final state radiation (FSR) recovery

• Lepton requirements• Lepton requirements
– Electrons: pT > 7 GeV, |η|<2.5

– Muons:  pT > 5 GeV, |η|<2.4

– Isolation for both e’s and µ’s

– Leptons must come from common vertex

• Di-lepton mass
– Closest match: 40 < Mll < 120 GeV

– Other pair: 12 < Mll < 120 GeV



H����ZZ����4 Charged Lepton Analysis



H����ZZ����4 Charged Lepton Analysis

arXiv:1208.4018



H����ZZ����4 Charged Lepton Analysis



H����WW����2l2ν

• Most sensitive channel around ~ twice MW

• 125<MH<200 GeV

• No narrow mass peak (mass resolution ~ 20%)

• Search: Two isolated leptons with pT>20/10 GeV + MET>~40 GeV

The scalar Higgs boson 
and the V-A structure
of the W decay favors
a small opening angle 
between the two 
charged leptons



H����WW����2l2ν: Analysis Strategy

• The analysis is performed in exclusive jet multiplicities (0, 

1, 2-jet bins) and different flavours (ee,µµ,eµ)

– WW background contributes more to the 0-jet bin

– tt background contributes more to the 1 and 2-jet bin

– Z+jets and ZZ contribute more to the same flavour 

channel (ee/µµ)channel (ee/µµ)

• 2-jet bin corresponds to the VBF channel (di-jet tag)

• Two different analysis:

– Cut and count in 0, 1 and 2-jet analysis

– Multi-variate in the 0 and 1-jet bin



Higgs ���� WW����lνlν: Data
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Higgs ���� WW����lνlν: Result

43

The excess spread over a large range as we 
cannot reconstruct the mass in this channel



NE
W

Higgs ���� WW����lνlν: Result

Deviation at 125 GeV:  2σ

New analysis using shape dependence.
Increased sensitivity!



Associated Production: HW���� WWW

Similar to the inclusive WW analysis (leptonic decays)
-Cut and count analysis with mass independent selection
-Main backgrounds estimated from data.

2011 data 
only



Higgs ���� tau tau



Higgs ���� Tau Tau: Results
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Somewhat surprising!!



H ����bb



Higgs ���� bb: Data



Higgs ���� bb:  Results



Associated Higgs: ttH ���� ttbb



Full Combination of all Channels

• SM cross sections and branching ratios are assumed with 

their theoretical uncertainties and an overall signal strength 

multiplier is fit to the data.

• Frequentist CLs with profiled likelihood test statistics and 

Combine the results of all channels into one result 

• Frequentist CLs with profiled likelihood test statistics and 

log-normal treatment of the nuisance parameters, as 

documented in ATLAS-PHYS-Pub/CMS Note 2011-11, 

2011/005

• The results shown here is the latest update for CMS 

including the new and re-analysed channels



Combined Results

The 5 channels are 
combined

CMS observes a 
new boson with
a significance of 

5 sigma



Combined Result
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Combined Signal Strength
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BTW: The High Mass Region

No evidence for (another) SM Higgs-like particle up to ~600 GeV



Properties of the new particle



Next Steps for the Higgs

Now we need more data to study this new particle
-Spin and CP studies?
-Couplings: measure as many production/decay channels?
-Deviations from Standard Model? Composite?
Look also for “non-standard” decays?
-Is it alone or accompanied?
-Exotic decays?-Exotic decays?

Another 10-20 fb-1 at 8 TeV will help!!

Note: the “2012 run” got extended by 7 weeks which 
should give an extra  5-10 fb-1 before the ~ 2 year shut-
down 



Mass of the New Particle
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Spin-Parity Prospects
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Signal Strength in all Channels
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Higgs Measurements 
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The Reactions7The Reactions7



The Press7

The discovery of the Higgs made the headlines worldwide

64



The Theorists7 
A. Pomarol ICHEP2012

“ We made more progress in the last few days than the last 30 years….”



The Community (The day after7)
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The Theories?? 



The Theories ?? 



Technicolor still Alive?

Ken Lane, seminar
CERN, last month

Should be easy to test
-> No ZZ,WW decays:
That does not look good!

But Ken Lane is a natural born optimist   



The Theories 

“125 GeV is a mass of maximum agony” N. Arkani Hamed May 2012
But excellent for the experiments & property measurements

All decay channels are available for studies



The Higgs



Higgs @ 125 GeV has Consequences

�A 125 GeV Higgs is challenging to 

accommodate in constrained versions 
of SUSY particularly for natural 
superpartner masses
�Starts to constrain some of the 

simpler models
�If SUSY exists, is it really natural?�If SUSY exists, is it really natural?



The FutureThe Future



Short Term Projections

End of the year: 30 fb-1

See Guido Tonelli

5 σ expected for 2 photon and ZZ channels individually
3 σ for the other channels



Projected Signal Strength Precision

Current
300 fb-1 @ 14 TeV
Same w/o theory 
error

How precise will we measure the different channels at 14 TeV?



Conclusion

• LHC and the experiments are in good shape and eager to 

get the rest of the 2012 data. This is the last data before 

2014-15’

• The LHC will run longer this year to allow the experiments 

to determine the nature of this new particle before the 

machine will shutdown for ~1.5 years  

• A new Higgs-like particle is with us!• A new Higgs-like particle is with us!

• The evidence is 5 standard deviations or more in 

more in both experiments 

• This particle opens a lot of prospects for new studies

Is the Higgs a portal to new physics beyond the 
Standard Model? 

• We expect to learn more about it by the end of the 
year with about 3 times the amount of statistics


